Press Release

Subject: Two Outstanding Following Vehicle Pursuit - Update

Contact: Sgt. Matthew Davis (530) 668-5280

Date: December 27, 2016

Two juveniles are now in custody following a vehicle pursuit from Woodland to Winters.

On December 27, 2016, at approximately 3:45 am Yolo County Sheriff’s deputies were advised of a disturbance outside of the recreation yard of the Juvenile Detention Facility. Responding deputies quickly located the associated vehicle but the vehicle failed to yield when a traffic stop was initiated. The suspect vehicle continued through Woodland at relatively slow speeds, with deputies in pursuit, before heading south into unincorporated Yolo County.

The occupants of the suspect vehicle switched places in the car between Woodland and Davis before the pursuit reached speeds of 100 miles per hour. As the pursuit was nearing the Winters area, a Winters Police Sergeant successfully deployed a spike strip. The suspect vehicle continued travelling toward the city of Winters before the driver lost control and crashed into the side of a residence in the Winters Housing community. Both occupants immediately fled the vehicle on foot. Nobody was injured inside the residence the vehicle collided with.

Several agencies provided assistance during this incident including the Woodland Police Department, California Highway Patrol, Davis Police Department, Winters Police Department, and Solano County Sheriff’s Office.

The activity of the suspects outside of the Juvenile Detention Facility is still under investigation. This afternoon, at approximately 1:00 pm, the two juvenile suspects were located and arrested at a residence in the 500 block of California Street in Woodland. They will both be booked for charges including felony evading.
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